Spanish eyes

SUGGESTED REGISTRATIONS

Single - Manual Organs
Upper: Flute 8', 4', 2' Salicet 4'
Lower: Flute 8', 4' Diapason 8'
Pedal: 16+8

General Electronic & Pipe Organs
Upper: 73 5014 002
Lower: (00) 2564 422 (2)
Pedal: 5-(3)

Drawbar Organs
Upper: On
Lower: On
Pedal: On

Words by
CHARLES SINGLETON
and EDDIE SNYDER

Music by
BERT KAEMPFERT

8', 4' I II
Vibrato: On
Play: Upper & Lower

Blue Spanish eyes

Tear-drops are falling from your Spanish eyes

Please please don't cry
This is just adios and not goodbye.

I'll return bringing you all the love your heart can

hold please say si

Say you and your Spanish eyes will wait for me.